Philosophy of Education Society (CPES), Philosophy of Education Society of Great Britain (PESGB), Philosophy of Education Society of Australasia (PESA), and the International Network of Philosophy of Education (INPE). We were pleased to gather submissions from authors residing in twenty countries (fourteen are finally represented in the book), including many more female authors than previously represented in the literature and despite a rigourous review procedure several emerging scholars (a few working on or recently finishing dissertations).
The title "Pedagogical Investigations" had been a favoured title that Michael Peters had entertained when he was at the University of Illinois and took hold soon after he had investigated the "pedagogical turn" of Wittgenstein's life and writings that became the basis on an interpretation with Marshall, Burbules and Smeyers over the course of a couple of publications. The title reveals not only the pedagogical turn broadly advertised in the notions of "philosophy as pedagogy" and Wittgenstein as a "pedagogical philosopher", but also a trope that provides room to contest old interpretations and to contemplate new links and connections with Continental philosophy and culture.
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